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Abstract
Background: Diagnostic criteria of Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
emphasize the integration of clinical data and biomarkers. In
practice, collection and analysis of patient data vary greatly
across different countries and clinics. Objective: The goal
was to develop a versatile and objective clinical decision
support system that could reduce diagnostic errors and
highlight early predictors of AD. Methods: Novel data analysis methods were developed to derive composite disease indicators from heterogeneous patient data. Visualizations
that communicate these findings were designed to help the
interpretation. The methods were implemented with a software tool that is aimed for daily clinical practice. Results:
With the tool, clinicians can analyze available patients as a
whole, study them statistically against previously diagnosed
cases, and characterize the patients with respect to having
AD. The tool is able to work with virtually any patient measurement data, as long as they are stored in electronic format
or manually entered into the system. For a subset of patients
from the test cohort, the tool was able to predict conversion
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to AD at an accuracy of 93.6%. Conclusion: The software tool
developed in this study provides objective information for
early detection and prediction of AD based on interpretable
visualizations of patient data.
Copyright © 2011 S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

Knowledge of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is increasing
at a rate never seen before, with medical data acquisition
methods and diagnostic procedures both driving and being evolved by the change. This is a blessing and a curse
on clinicians, who now have an ever-increasing body of
knowledge available on which to base diagnostic decisions. People can cognitively handle only few pieces of
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Fig. 1. Disease state fingerprint and background information for 4 MCI cases at baseline: 2 cases converted
later to AD and 2 remained stable. The size of the box indicates the relevance/importance of the parameter in
separating healthy controls and AD cases, and the color indicates the patient’s match to healthy (more blue) and
AD (more red) populations.
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Group of patients based on DDSS evaluation

Share of patients
assigned into the group, %

Prediction accuracy for
the group of patients, %

Very strong evidence of having AD
Very strong evidence of not having AD
Very strong evidence (AD/not AD, total)
Strong evidence of having AD
Strong evidence of not having AD
Strong evidence (AD/not AD, total)

2.9
6.3
9.2
11.7
18.3
30.1

79.8
100.0
93.7
79.7
87.5
84.4
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Table 1. Prediction accuracy for several subgroups of patients

Materials and Methods
Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained from
the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (adni.loni.ucla.edu). ADNI recruited approximately 400
people with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) to be followed for
4 years, with the primary goal to test multiple biological markers
concerning progression of MCI and early AD.
A statistical decision support system, developed for early prediction of AD and described in detail in Mattila et al. [5], was used
to evaluate patients’ disease progression at baseline. The system
compares each patient measure to the corresponding measure acquired from healthy and AD cases available in large databases,
and computes an index reflecting the patient’s match to these two
populations. The index is computed for each measure, for each
modality (e.g. MRI, cerebrospinal fluid, Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale) and finally for all data measured. The indices are
visualized both numerically and graphically making fast interpretation of all heterogeneous patient data possible based on the
principles of evidence-based medicine. The system is currently
implemented as proprietary PC software running on a regular
laptop computer. It is not restricted to ADNI and can be extended
to work with any electronic datasets, consisting of textual, categorical, and scalar patient measurement values. A web-based version of the system is also in consideration.

a much higher accuracy. By thresholding the index values
given to patients by the DDSS tool, patients were automatically assigned to subgroups which attained considerably improved prediction of conversion to AD and also of
non-conversion (table 1).
Figure 1 shows the disease indices and graphical fingerprint visualization computed from baseline measurements for 4 MCI cases of whom 2 converted to AD later
(progressive MCI) and 2 remained stable.

Discussion

Most publications reporting on the performance of
certain patient measures in diagnostics do not estimate
the reliability of classification for each individual but report only classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity
or ROC curves for the whole population. This may be
one reason for the low adaptation of these modern and
objective techniques into clinical practice; the classification accuracy is just too low. We have developed a DDSS
which allows clinicians to make observations from all
available data simultaneously, and provides evidencebased and objective information about the status of the
patient for improving the diagnostic accuracy and confidence. We reported prediction accuracies of 93.7% (for
9.2% of cases) and 84.4% (for 30.1% of cases). Whether
93.6 or 84.0% are acceptable accuracies for making the
diagnosis earlier is difficult to define, especially when
the ground truth diagnoses from ADNI are clinical, not
pathologically confirmed diagnoses. Nevertheless, the
diagnosis is not based on data alone but requires interviewing the patient and relatives. Knowing that the prediction accuracy, based only on data, is 93.6 or 84.0%
rather than 68.6% can give more confidence for making
the diagnosis earlier.
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evidence at any single time [1], with information shown
last influencing the decisions more [2]. Making an AD
diagnosis is also a complex task, where interruptions can
affect the quality of decisions [3].
Diagnostic decision support systems (DDSSs) have the
potential to help manage large volumes of data. Traditionally, DDSSs have employed natural language processing, case-based reasoning, and rule-based expert systems
to suggest potential diagnoses [4]. They have rarely used
measurement data for the analyses, and the ones that do
usually require a predefined set of measurements to be
available.
The main contributions of this paper are the visualizations of patient data that have been generated with a novel DDSS, whose goal is to alleviate data-related issues in
complex diagnostic decisions.
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